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What can you find in an autumn garden? A harvest of bright colors, and lots to explore! Come tour a

farm filled with big orange pumpkins, shiny purple eggplants, juicy red apples, and lots, lots more.

Inviting rhymes and the antics of a boy and his pets promise a full day of fun for young readers as

they pick out all the luscious fruits and vegetables in a colorful fall garden.
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A wonderful introduction to farm life is this beautifully illustrated children's book. With rhyming prose

and full-page illustrations, "Red Are the Apples" is a delight for rural dwellers and city folk alike.Each

page takes the young reader through different crops and other elements of a thriving farm. The fun

lies also in finding the hen that appears on almost every page. That becomes a "search" that the

child will delight in taking.This is a five-star book that I had the pleasure of sharing with my

four-year-old niece.

Like other reviewers have stated, this book takes you through fall harvest time on the farm. It also

takes the reader to canning and the cider making. The pictures are vivid and beautiful with lots of

details. The writing is simple and rhyming. Great for young children.

My 2 month old loves this book! The large paperback format, vividly bright colors, chunky pastel

illustrations, and simple lyrical words are the perfect book for babies. It's long enough to engage



them, but brief enough to keep their short attention spans. After reading it to my own baby every day

for a week or so, I have nearly all the words memorized and can simply show him the illustrations

while I recite the words. I was so impressed with this book, that I'm going to order other titles

illustrated by Wade Zahares.
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